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Two variants of the recently developed quantum instanton !QI" model for calculating thermal rate
constants of chemical reactions are applied to several collinear atom–diatom reactions with various
skew angles. The results show that the original QI version of the model is consistently more accurate
than the ‘‘simplest’’ quantum instanton version !both being applied here with one ‘‘dividing
surface’’" and thus to be preferred. Also, for these examples !as with other earlier applications" the
QI results agree well with the correct quantum rates !to within #20% or better" for all temperatures
!200 K, except for situations where dynamical corrections to transition state theory !i.e.,
‘‘re-crossing’’ dynamics" are evident. !Since re-crossing effects are substantially reduced in higher
dimensionality, this is not a cause for serious concern." A procedure is also described which
facilitates use of the METROPOLIS algorithm for evaluating all quantities that appear in the QI rate
expression by Monte Carlo path integral methods. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
$DOI: 10.1063/1.1666064%

I. INTRODUCTION

The accurate calculation of thermal rate constants for
chemical reactions remains one of the primary goals of the-
oretical chemistry. This is particularly so for reactions in-
volving complex systems, e.g., in clusters !‘‘nano-
materials’’", on surfaces, in biomolecular systems, etc. The
accuracy of the calculated rate constant obviously depends
on the accuracy of the underlying potential energy surface,
but with the continuing advances of electronic structure
theory !‘‘quantum chemistry’’", the availability of suffi-
ciently accurate potential surfaces is becoming a reality. It
thus behooves one to put more effort into developing ways to
carry out the dynamical calculation of the rate constant suf-
ficiently accurately to be useful for application to these com-
plex systems.

To this end we have recently developed a theory for
calculating thermal rate constants of chemical reactions that
we have referred to as the quantum instanton1 !QI" model or
approximation, because of its relation to and motivation by
an earlier semiclassical !SC" instanton2,3 approximation.
Like the SC instanton model, the QI rate constant is ex-
pressed wholly in terms of the Boltzmann operator of the
system, but by the quantum Boltzmann operator rather than
its semiclassical approximation. Application of the QI ap-
proach to complex systems is feasible because Monte Carlo
!or molecular dynamics" path integral methods for evaluating
the Boltzmann operator are quite well developed.4 !In
fact, for systems with many degrees of freedom it is prob-
ably easier to evaluate the quantum Boltzmann operator by
Monte Carlo path integration, and thus obtain the QI rate,
than it is to find the imaginary time periodic orbits necessary
to evaluate the original SC instanton rate." Recent work by

Yamamoto and one of us !W.H.M."5 has indeed described in
detail the implementation of this path integral methodology
for the QI rate constant, and Zhao et al.6 have carried out
successful calculations using it for the H"CH4!H2"CH3
reaction. This latter calculation was carried out in the full
(18-d) Cartesian coordinate space of all six atoms, thus in-
cluding all anharmonic and rotational effects !and their cou-
plings" without approximation.

The QI approximation is a kind of ‘‘quantum transition
state theory’’ in that there is no account of ‘‘re-crossing’’
dynamics in the description. However this is rarely a prob-
lem in complex systems, for the effect of re-crossing on the
rate typically diminishes dramatically with increasing
dimensionality.7 There are, of course, a number of other
‘‘quantum transition state theories’’ that have been
proposed.8–18 The present QI approach is closest in spirit to
the work of Andersen et al.,16 though the derivation and final
rate expression are different. The primary advantage of the
QI model over simpler transition state theories !e.g., those
based on a minimum energy path and the reaction path
Hamiltonian referenced to it8" is that one need not assume
any specific reaction or tunneling path !and local harmonic
approximation about it", for all information about the barrier
crossing rate is contained in the !quantum" Boltzmann opera-
tor.

Previous applications1,5 of the QI approximation to sev-
eral 1- and 2-d model problems have shown agreement with
the correct quantum rate constants to within #20% over a
wide range of temperature, from the low temperature ‘‘deep’’
tunneling regime to high temperatures dominated by above-
barrier dynamics. The purpose of this paper is to provide
some additional applications to a variety of simple bench-
mark collinear atom"diatom reactions, A"BC!AB"C, to
gain further confidence in the degree of accuracy one cana"Electronic mail: miller@cchem.berkeley.edu
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expect for the model. The specific applications treated are
H"BrH !a light"heavy-light mass combination", H"H2 !an
equal mass combination", and Cl"HCl !a heavy"light-
heavy mass combination", along with some of their isotopic
variants. All applications here use the ‘‘one dividing surface’’
version of the QI theory since it is simpler !and therefore
more practical for complex systems" than the more general
version that utilizes two dividing surfaces. !We have in fact
carried out the calculations also using two dividing surfaces
and find it to make no difference in the rates for temperatures
T!200K, and only a few percent below that."

II. SUMMARY OF THE QUANTUM INSTANTON MODEL

The derivation1 of the quantum instanton expression for
the rate constant starts with the following formally exact
expression:19

k!T "#Qr!T "$1!2&'"$1! dEe$(E

% 1
2 !2&'"2tr$ F̂)!E$Ĥ "F̂)!E$Ĥ "% , !2.1"

and uses a steepest descent approximation to establish an
approximate relation between the microcanonical density op-
erator, )(E$Ĥ), and the Boltzmann operator, e$(Ĥ/2. The
integral over E in Eq. !2.1" is also evaluated within the steep-
est descent approximation. Qr in Eq. !2.1" !and the follow-
ing" is the reactant partition function !per unit of volume", (
is related to temperature in the usual way, (#(kBT)$1, and
F̂ is a flux operator, which has the form

F̂#
1
2 " p̂m )! x̂$x0"")! x̂$x0"

p̂
m#

for a Cartesian reaction coordinate x, where x0 is the location
of the ‘‘dividing surface.’’ The resulting QI rate expressions
are given in the following.

A. QI1 approximation

For a molecular system characterized by a Hamiltonian
of the form

Ĥ#
p2

2m "
P2

2m "V!x ,Q",

where x is the reaction coordinate and Q all other coordinates
orthogonal to it, the 1-dividing surface !1 DS" version of the
quantum instanton approximation !QI1" gives the rate con-
stant as1

kQI1!T "#Qr!T "$1 '!&

*H $ '

2m % 2! dQ1! dQ2

%!+x0Q1&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q2,!
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Here *H is a particular kind of energy variance,

*H2#! dQ1! dQ2$+x0Q1&Ĥ2e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q2,

%+x0Q2&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q1,
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and x0 , the value of the reaction coordinate that specifies the
location of the dividing surface, is determined by the varia-
tional criterion

-

-x0
! dQ1! dQ2!+x0Q1&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q2,"2#0. !2.3"

In practice, *H of Eq. !2.2b" is modified as follows to cor-
rect the free particle !high temperature" rate !that would be
#25% too large otherwise":

*H!*H"!!&$!2 "/( .

The primes on the matrix element in Eq. !2.2a" denote de-
rivatives with respect to the reaction coordinate, i.e.,

!+x0Q1&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q2,!

#
-2

-x1-x2
+x1Q1&e$(Ĥ/2&x2Q2,&x1#x2#x0. !2.4"

And finally, we note that one can write the QI rate expression
in terms of a more general form of the dividing surface, but
this simplified version is sufficient for applications in this
paper.

B. SQI1 approximation

Venkataraman and Miller20 have derived a version of the
‘‘simplest’’ quantum instanton model with 1-dividing surface
!SQI1"; it is simpler to apply than the above-defined QI1
approximation, though somewhat less accurate. It requires
only that one evaluate the quantity

A!x0"#! dQ1! dQ2!+x0Q1&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q2,"2 !2.5a"

and then Eq. !2.3", which determines the value of x0 , reads

A!!x0"#0. !2.5b"

The SQI1 rate constant is then given by

kSQI1!T "#Qr!T "$1 '

2m A!x0"F!z ", !2.5c"

where z is the dimensionless variable

z#
'2

16m*H
d2

dx0
2 lnA!x0", !2.5d"

*H is the same quantity as above $Eq. !2.2b"%, and F(z) is
the function

F!z "#
!&

2 !z"!z2"1 ". !2.5e"
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Venkataraman et al. also noted that the SQI1 rate is more
accurate if the function F(z) is Eq. !2.5e" is replaced by

Fmod#
5
4 z"!!z$1 "2"!1/4"2. !2.5f"

The SQI1 rate expression can also be stated in thermo-
dynamic language. The free energy G(x0) is defined by

(G!x ".$lnA!x ", !2.6a"

and Eq. !2.5b" for the location of the dividing surface is
equivalent to the maximum free energy criterion

G!!x0"#0. !2.6b"

The rate constant is then given by

kSQI1#Qr!T "$1 '

2m e$(G!x0"F!z ", !2.6c"

with the dimensionless variable z given by

z#$
'2

16m
(G"!x0"

*H . !2.6d"

C. Log derivative implementation

In this paper all matrix elements of the Boltzmann op-
erator were calculated by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in a
discrete variable representation !DVR" basis.21 For systems
with many degrees of freedom, however, one will be using
Monte Carlo path integral methods !MCPI", and in this case

it is necessary that all the quantities to be calculated are
normalized averages; cf. the discussion in Ref. 5. In the
SQI1 rate expression, Eq. !2.5", for example, the quantities
*H and z have natural normalization factors, but the quantity
A(x0) does not. In Ref. 5 this was dealt with by using an
umbrella sampling procedure that allowed use of the reactant
partition function Qr as the normalization factor for A(x0).
Here we show another strategy, one that avoids having to use
the umbrella sampling procedure.

We thus denote the quantity in Eq. !2.5a" as A(x0 ,(),
emphasizing its dependence also on temperature. The value
of x0 , determined by Eq. !2.5b",

-A!x0 ,("

-x0
#0, !2.7"

is thus also temperature dependent, x0((), so that the tem-
perature dependence of the quantity A is

A!("#A!x0!(",(". !2.8"

The logarithmic derivative of A(() is thus given by

E!(".$
A!!("

A!("
!2.9a"

#$
1

A!(" "-A!x0 ,("

-x0
x0!!(""

-A!x0 ,("

-( #
#$

1
A!("

-A!x0 ,("

-(
!2.9b"

#! dQ1! dQ2$+x0Q1&Ĥe$(Ĥ/2&x0Q2,

%+x0Q2&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q1,%'
! dQ1! dQ2!+x0Q1&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q2,"2. !2.9c"

E(() as defined by Eq. !2.9c" is thus a normalized average
and amenable to calculation by the METROPOLIS Monte Carlo
algorithm. The quantity A(() is then obtained by integration
of Eq. !2.9a",

A!("#A!(0"exp"$!
(0

(
d(!E!(!"# . !2.9d"

One thus obtains the quantity A(() relative to its value at
one reference temperature (0 , and the SQI1 rate constant at
temperature T is then given by

kSQI1!T "#Qr!T "$1 '

2m A!("F!z ".

The QI1 rate of Sec. II A can also be expressed in a way
to take advantage of this log-derivative calculation of A(()
.A(x0((),(): multiplying and dividing Eq. !2.2a" by A(()
gives

kQI1#Qr!T "$1 '!&

*H A!("R!(", !2.10a"

where

FIG. 1. The QI1 rate constant for the collinear D"BrH, as a function of x0 ,
the location of the dividing surface; !a" for T#600 K, and !b" for T
#150 K.
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R!("#! dQ1! dQ2
! +x0Q1&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q2,!

%+x0Q2&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q1,'
! dQ1! dQ2!+x0Q2&e$(Ĥ/2&x0Q1,"2. !2.10b"

The quantity R(() has a natural normalization factor and can
thus be calculated by METROPOLIS Monte Carlo for any tem-
perature (. A(() in Eq. !2.10a" is still given by Eq. !2.9d".

Finally, we note that the variational criterion for locating
the dividing surface, i.e., Eq. !2.3" or !2.5b" or !2.6b", is
effectively the same as choosing the dividing surface to
minimize the rate constant itself, which is the standard varia-
tional procedure of classical transition state theory.22 The
reason for this is that all the factors in Eq. !2.5c" !for the
SQI1 rate" or Eq. !2.10a" !for the QI1 rate" other than A(x0)
are very slowly varying functions of x0 ; thus the value of x0
that minimizes A(x0) is essentially indistinguishable from
that which minimizes the rate constant.

III. RESULTS FOR SEVERAL COLLINEAR
REACTIONS

For all the applications discussed in the following we
have used standard transition state normal coordinates, i.e.,
the rectilinear coordinates obtained by diagonalizing the
force constant matrix at the saddle point of the potential
energy surface. The reaction coordinate x is, as usual, the
coordinate for the mode with an imaginary frequency, and Q
the coordinate corresponding to the real frequency. Other,
more general choices for dividing surface are possible !cf.
Refs. 5 and 6" but were not explored for these simple collin-
ear examples. For the symmetric reactions the variational
criterion, Eq. !2.3" $or equivalently, Eqs. !2.5b" or !2.6b"%
always picks out the traditional transition state dividing sur-
face x0#0. This is not so, of course, for the asymmetric
reactions. Figure 1, for example, shows the rate constant for
the D"BrH reaction as a function of x0 , the location of the
dividing surface, for temperatures T#600 and 150 K, show-
ing the extent to which the minimum value varies with tem-
perature.

Figure 2 shows the ratio of the QI1 rate constants to the
correct quantum values as a function of 1000/T for several
collinear A"BC!AB"C reactions: !a" HBrH and DBrH,
!b" HHH and DHH, and !c" ClHCl and ClDCl, correspond-
ing to mass combinations !a" light"heavy-light, !b" approxi-
mately equal masses, and !c" heavy"light-heavy. If the po-
tential energy surfaces for these reactions are plotted using
the usual mass-weighted coordinates, then case !a" has a

FIG. 2. Ratio of the QI1 rate constant to the exact value: !a" H"BrH !closed
circles" and D"BrH !open circles", using the DIM3C potential surface—
Ref. 23 !exact QM values from Ref. 24"; !b" H"H2 !closed circles" and
D"H2 !open circles", using the TK potential surface—Ref. 23 !exact QM
values from Refs. 25 and 26"; !c" Cl"HCl !closed circles" and Cl"DCl
!open circles", using the LEPS potential energy surface—Ref. 23 !exact QM
value from Ref. 27".

FIG. 3. Arrhenius plot of the rate constants for the !a" Cl"HCl and !b"
Cl"DCl reactions. Closed circles are the QI1 values, and open circles the
exact QM values.
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large skew angle !the angle between the entrance and exit
valleys of the potential surface" of #90°, case !b" to an in-
termediate skew angle of #60°, and case !c" to a small skew
angle of #10°.

The results for cases !a" and !b", as seen in Figs. 2!a" and
2!b", show the QI1 rate constants to be in very good agree-
ment !&20%" with the correct quantum values for all tem-
peratures between 200 and 1000 K. The slightly larger de-
viation at higher temperature for case !b", H"H2 and D
"H2 , is due to a breakdown of the transition state approxi-
mation !of no re-crossing dynamics" at these higher tempera-
tures. This breakdown of transition state theory !TST" at high
temperature !or energy" is well known, and it is also well
known to be greatly diminished in higher dimension: e.g.,
re-crossing effects in the H"H2 reaction can lead to a TST
rate constant that is a factor of #2 too large at the highest
energies for the collinear version of the reaction, while it is
only 10% too large at similar energy for the 3d version of
the reaction.7

This breakdown of TST caused by re-crossing dynamics
is even more evident in case !c", the heavy"light-heavy re-
actions Cl"HCl and Cl"DCl. Figure 3 presents an Arrhen-
ius plot comparing the QI1 rate constant to the correct quan-
tum values for these two reactions, showing how the
recrossing effect increases with temperature and also is
larger for Cl"HCl than for Cl"DCl because of the smaller
skew angle in the H atom case. This phenomenon is very
well known in collinear heavy"light-heavy reactions,28 hav-
ing been seen for example in quantum calculations of the

flux–flux autocorrelation function.29 Again, these re-crossing
effects largely disappear for these reactions in 3d space and
are largely absent in H-atom transfer reaction in condensed
phase systems.30

Figures 4 and 5 show the corresponding results for the
SQI1 model and its modified version $i.e., using Eq. !2.5f"
rather than Eq. !2.5e"%, respectively. The comparisons are
similar to those in Fig. 2, though the SQI1 rates are not as
accurate as the QI1 values. !The modified SQI1 results of

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2, except for the SQI1 model !rather than the QI1".

FIG. 6. A plot of the free energy defined by Eq. !2.6a" !for the reaction
D"BrH", illustrating the well-defined maximum it shows !which determines
the location of the dividing surface".

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2, except for the modified SQI1 model $i.e., using Eq.
!2.5f" in place of Eq. !2.5e"%.
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Fig. 5 are an improvement over the SQI1 results of Fig. 4,
but still somewhat less accurate than the QI1 results in Fig.
2." Figure 6 shows an example of the free energy (G(x0),
defined in Eq. !2.6a", as a function of x0 , for the D"BrH
reaction, clearly revealing the maximum, which determines
the choice for x0 , and the negative curvature, which deter-
mines the dimensionless variable z in Eq. !2.6d".

Finally, Fig. 7 shows results pertaining to the log-
derivative procedure described in Sec. II C. Figure 7!a"
shows E(() of Eq. !2.9a" as a function of ((/1/T) for the
H"BrH reaction, illustrating that it is a very smooth function
of (. For a complex system one would thus calculate E(()
by Monte Carlo for a coarse grid of ( values and then obtain
A(() for any ( relative to its value at one reference value.
The others quantities in the rate expressions are normalized
quantities and thus amenable to calculation by Monte Carlo
at any temperature. Figure 7!b" shows that the QI1 rate con-
stants given by Eqs. !2.10" and !2.9d" for the H"BrH reac-
tion are identical to those given by the original procedure in
Sec. II A. Here the reference temperature (0 was chosen to
be the highest temperature !smallest (" in Fig. 7!b", and the
rate at all lower temperatures was obtained relative to that at
(0 . Similar results were obtained for the other reactions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The point of this paper has been to see how the quantum

instanton !QI" model !with one dividing surface, QI1" and its

variant, the ‘‘simplest’’ quantum instanton !with one dividing
surface, SQI1", perform for calculating thermal rate con-
stants for a sequence of collinear atom–diatom reactions
with various skew angles. The results we obtained confirm
the earlier results for 1d examples that the QI1 rate constants
are more accurate than the SQI1 values and thus that the QI1
version of the quantum instanton model is preferred.

The QI1 results are also seen to agree well !to #20%"
with the correct quantum values over the whole temperature
range considered, except for those situations where dynami-
cal corrections to transition state theory !i.e., re-crossing dy-
namics" are evident. Such re-crossing effects are greatly di-
minished in higher dimensionality, however, and in most
situations should not be relevant to reactions in complex sys-
tems.

Finally, we also showed how a log-derivative procedure
can be used to facilitate use of the METROPOLIS Monte Carlo
algorithm to compute all quantities appearing in the QI rate
expression. This will be most useful when using Monte Carlo
path integration to evaluate the QI rate for systems with
many degrees of freedom.
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